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Brazil’s SCM Licensing Service Category: A Step Toward Convergence
This case study examines Brazil’s experiences in establishing a new licensing category for the provision of
multimedia services.
1.

General Background

Brazil is the fifth largest country in the world with a population of about 173.8 million, a GDP of
approximately USD 508.5 billion and a GDP per capita of USD 2,959. 1 Until the end of 2001, Brazil was the
largest Latin American economy and eighth largest economy in the world. In 2002, Brazil became Latin
America’s second-largest economy after Mexico, and its ranking in the world economy fell to eleventh place.
Nonetheless, having the largest population of Latin America and the second-largest population in the western
hemisphere, Brazil is one of the most important emerging markets in the world. Although Brazil’s history of
privatization and liberalization of its telecommunication sector is recent, it has earned a reputation for
effective sector reform.2
Since 1998, as a result of privatization and the introduction of competition, Brazil’s telecommunications
market has grown at a rapid pace. The fixed telephony teledensity rate increased from 10.66 in 1997 to 22.32
in 2002. Likewise, mobile telephony subscribers increased from 4,550,000 in 1997 to 34,881,000 in 2002. 3
This outstanding performance came as a result of the new Telecommunications Law of 1997 and the auction
of monopoly incumbent operator Telebras in 1998, which generated USD 19 billion of investment from
foreign and local investors.
Until 2002, Brazil was divided into a series of operating regions. By the means of the General Concessions
Plan of April 1998 Brazil was divided into three different local fixed line regions, one area for long distance
services and eight regions for mobile services. In the case of fixed line services, there was one “public”
operator, the privatized former incumbent operator or public switched telecommunications network (PSTN)
operator, and a “mirror” private operator in each of the three regions. Operators were allowed to provide
services only within their respective authorization or concession area. Competition has now increased since
the Agência Nacional de Telecomunicações (ANATEL), Brazil’s regulatory agency, subsequently authorized
local telephony operators to provide new telecommunications services other than those indicated in their
concession contracts. These additional services include international long distance, local te lephony service
throughout the country, and wireless telephone services4 .
Brazil’s licensing regime uses a series of service categories to authorize the provision of communications
services. The main three service categories are fixed line telephony, including PSTN, wireless and Pay TV.
In addition, Brazil initially established about 15 other service categories,5 mainly value-added services, when
the nation’s telecommunications sector was first liberalized. In 2001, these 15 disparate service categories
were united into a single category for licensing, SCM (Serviços de Comunicação Multimídia ). SCM, used to
provide a variety of multimedia communications services, primarily to private corporate networks or the
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customers of Internet Service Providers, is the subject of this mini case study. While Brazil has yet to adopt a
completely technology-neutral approach to licensing, its initial experience may be of interest to other
countries that wish to transform their segmented licensing regimes.
2.

Regulatory Background

The Telecommunications Law of 1997 6 , which changed the role of the State from telecommunications
service provider to sector regulator and policy maker was the main legal instrument through which Brazil’s
telecommunication sector was privatized and opened to competition. A comprehensive description of
Brazil’s telecommunications privatization and liberalization process can be found in ITU Effective
Regulation Case Study: Brazil 2001 (available at http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/treg/.)7
3.

Convergence

Technologically, convergence refers to the merger of packet switching technology with telephony signaling
and call-processing intelligence, which allows carriers to provide a new range of information and
communication technology (ICT) services. “As networks become digitized and broadband capacity is
established, telecommunication broadcast services can be provided over the enhanced information
infrastructure and on the Internet”8 .
ANATEL began addressing the convergence phenomenon in 2001, when, with the assistance of ITU, the
agency studied the impact of technological developments in the telecommunications sector, including
broadcast and information technology 9 . The only precedent in regulating convergence in Brazil at the time
was Resolution 190 of 1999, the purpose of which was to facilitate interconnection between mass
communication service infrastructure, such as cable, satellite and Multichannel Multipoint Distribution
Service (MMDS) networks 10 and valued added infrastructure, mainly Internet infrastructure. Resolution 190
was intended “to allow the use of that infrastructure (cable, TV, satellite TV and MMDS) by any (operator)
for the provision of Value Added Services (VAS) like Internet Access”11 . The Resolution generated an
increase in the number of cable modems users in Brazil from 88,000 in 2001 to 131,000 in 2002,
representing 19% of the total broadband users in Brazil12 . In 2002 there were approximately 690,000
broadband subscribers. By June 2003, Brazil had 780,000 broadband subscribers.13 Resolution 190 was also
designed to promote free-market competition between Internet Service Providers by permitting the use of
cable TV infrastructure without having to invest in a new network.
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4.

Multimedia Communications Services

After a thorough analysis and public consultation, ANATEL issued Resolution No. 272 on 9 August 2001,
regulating Multimedia Communication Services. Multimedia Communication Services, or Serviços de
Comunicação Multimídia in Portuguese, are referred to in this report by their Portuguese acronym, SCM.
SCM was devised and regulated by ANATEL to accommodate the growing need for convergence of
telecommunication services and to adapt to new technologies provided in an increasingly globalized
telecommunication market.
Services Covered by SCM
According to Resolution 272/01, SCM covers audio, video, data, voice (corporate voice) and other sound,
image, text and related signals, conveyed, sent and received through fixed telecommunication networks
rendered by the private sector in the collective interest14 , on a domestic or international basis and in any
format, to subscribers within a certain service area15 . While SCM license operators can provide certain
services to the public at large, including individuals, in practice the license is used mostly to provide services
to private corporate networks. As is explained below, this is because Brazil maintains restrictions on the
provision of fixed line voice and Pay TV services to the public at large.
Some of the most important applications provided through the SCM authorization include “broadband access
to Internet, data communications, audio and video, telemedicine and tele -education” 16 . The SCM service
category ended the requirement for operators to seek multiple authorizations depending upon the
transmission means used17 .
Additionally, Regulation 272/2001 allows SCM providers to access the Public Switched
Telecommunications Network (PSTN), so that calls may be freely made from the PSTN to SCM users and
vice-versa. Calls, however, must originate or terminate with an SCM user; an SCM operator is not permitted
to transit calls between two PSTN customers.18 The main reason this restriction was included in the SCM
regulation was because the PSTN operators were granted exclusivity rights for public fixed telephone service
either by law and/or in their concession agreements. Moreover, these operators had incurred substantial
investments in the privatization process and, unlike SCM operators, were subject to major network build-out
obligations. In addition, the fixed line “mirror” operators had paid substantial license fees.19 Thus,
ANATEL concluded that it would not be fair to allow a third party SCM operator who had not incurred such
costs to compete with the fixed line operators for public fixed telephone services. The SCM authorization
does, however, permit operators to provide “corporate voice” telephony services via private networks.
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There were initial doubts as to whether SCM operators would be allowed to provide pay TV services, such as
those provided to cable TV subscribers. Article 67 of Resolution 272/2001 could be construed as enabling
“SCM operators to transmit audio and video signals of either (1) certain events, or (2) on the basis of a
contractual relationship, or (3) in the form of pay per view”20 . National broadcasters challenged article 67
before the courts, arguing that it violated their exclusive right to broadcast to the public. The Court of
Appeals rejected this argument and upheld Article 67 21 . ANATEL further clarified the court decision in its
Letter (or “Sumula”) 06 of 24 January 2002, specifying that SCM licenses do not authorize holders to
provide: (i) public fixed telephone service; (ii) free live TV and radio broadcasting; and (iii) paid TV.
In addition, SCM operators must also comply with the obligations set forth in their respective Terms of
Authorization that specify the conditions under which SCM operators are able to transmit video, voice and
data, in order to differentiate SCM from existing Paid TV Operators. SCM may be used for
videoconferences, educational television and transmission of signals between producers and TV
Broadcasters but not for pay-per-view exhibitions. The SCM regulations, however, do not limit the
transmission means used by SCM operators22 .
License Requirements
There are no limits to the number of SCM licenses that ANATEL may issue. In fact, by December 2003,
151 different companies had obtained an SCM license23 . The fee for the license is 9,000 Brazilian reals,
equivalent to approximately USD 3,000. If the SCM provider uses radio frequencies to render the service, it
must pay an additional fee for the use of those frequencies established under Resolution 68 of 199824 .
Terms and Conditions of the License
The SCM license is granted for an indefinite term, and is not subject to any bidding process, such as a beauty
contest. The interested party is required only to submit an application and if certain minimum requirements
are met, the license is granted25 . The SCM licenses are granted on a non-exclusive basis and the licensees are
obliged to comply with telecommunications regulations applicable to all telecommunication operators. The
licenses provide for the rendering of the services to subscribers throughout Brazil and internationally.
The SCM License: A First Step Towards A Technology-Neutral License
Regulation is often slow to adapt to technological developments such as convergence, especially the
integration of telecommunication and broadcast media regulations. While Brazil has taken initial steps to
enable the convergence of telecommunications, IT and broadcast, in particular on private corporate
networks, it has not yet developed a regulatory framework to enable full convergence between public fixed
line telephone, cellular and Pay TV operators. This is due in part to the fact that Brazilian broadcast laws
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Requirements are posted on ANATEL’s web page and refer to: (i) information regarding the applicant, including
declarations of their partners that they do not participate in other companies rendering the same service; (ii)
documents attesting to the technical qualification of the company requesting the license; (iii) a declaration of financial
solvency;
and
(iv)
evidence
on
being
current
on
its
tax
obligations.
http://www.anatel.gov.br/index.asp?link=/Comunicacao_Multimidia/scm/documentacao.htm?Cod=1947
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have not yet been liberalized in the same manner as the nation’s telecommunications laws.26 Like SCM
operators, public fixed line and wireless telecommunications operators, for example, are currently prohibited
from providing Pay TV services.
ANATEL is aware of the benefits of a simple and neutral multimedia licensing system. Nevertheless, the
rights granted to the incumbent operators in Brazil through their service contracts constitute a legal obstacle
to the creation of a single technology neutral license under which all types of services could be offered.
Therefore, the regulations establishing the SCM service category mark a first step by ANATEL towards a
technology neutral license.
The SCM license has also simplified Brazil’s licensing scheme, combining some 15 service categories into
one license so that operators wishing to offer a variety of services need seek only one single authorization
(see note 16). SCM license holders have highlighted the advantages of SCM. One operator announced that
its SCM license, which replaced a previous specialized limited services license, would enable it to offer
transmission capacity, as well as to send and receive multimedia content to subscribers throughout Brazil and
internationally. Another operator, which has been granted a license to provide SCM for an indefinite term on
a non-exclusive basis, announced that it plans to use its SCM license to provide corporate network services,
intranet, extranet, Internet access, web server hosting, e-mail, and videoconferences, among other services.
The SCM regime is also a step towards a technologically neutral license to the extent that the service rules
are independent from the transmission means and the frequency spectrum used by the SCM operator.
Furthermore, any operator may apply for an SCM license. Thus each of the four PSTN operators have
obtained SCM licenses and may now offer a wider range of services in addition to public fixed telephony,
including broadband access to Internet, data communications, audio and video (except free live TV
broadcasting and paid TV). As a matter of practice, moreover, each of the four PSTN operators also
provides wireless services.
A key lesson from Brazil’s experience is the need to grant telecommunications licenses in a manner that
facilitates their adaptation to technological developments. Although ANATEL concluded that it could not
move to a completely technologically neutral licensing approach, it was able to introduce SCM regulations
as a transitional mechanism. The SCM regime has enabled Brazilian operators to provide additional services
that were previously not available and to allow new operators to compete, at least partially, with the
incumbent operators.
Nevertheless, the SCM rules have demonstrated the legal restraints that prevent the issuance of rules
responsive to convergence and to the fostering of the information society. Perhaps Brazil may find it easier,
now that these non-technological restrictions have been disclosed, to introduce a technology neutral license
that may better respond to technological changes and thus provide consumer with a greater variety of
services at affordable prices.
Certainly, as this case study was being finalized, ANATEL was conducting a public consultation on a new
licensing service category, Serviços de Comunicação Digital (SCD), which may both be an additional step
toward a more technologically neutral licensing approach and a means or promoting broadband Internet
access in Latin America’s largest nation.
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